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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FORM 
 

Generator Name/Facility:            

Generator Contact Person:                                                  

Phone Number:     Email:        

 

1. What is the main, overall purpose of the site or facility? (e.g., converts corn into tortillas or facility processed 
pulp into paper but is decommissioned and demolition of the tanks is required.  Describe the tank contents.) 

  
  
  

2. What is the process that generates the waste stream? (e.g., if purge water from monitoring wells, what are 
the wells installed to monitor? If tank rinse-out, what type of tank is it and previous contents? If process 
water, what is added during the manufacturing processes that may end-up in the wastewater?) 

  
  
  

3. What are the inputs into the process generating the waste? What chemical solutions (if any) have been 
added during the waste generation processes? What % concentration of chemical solutions exists in the 
waste generated? Please provide the appropriate Safety Data Sheets. 

  
  
  

4. What are the constituents of concern (e.g., pH, COD, metals, hydrocarbons, etc.)? Submit appropriate 
laboratory test results. 

  
  
 

5. What is the current and / or past method of disposal for this waste stream? 

  
  
 

6. What is the anticipated total volume and daily frequency? 
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